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Featured Amarnath Packages 2024: Embrace the Divine













Soar to Serenity




	Himalayan Bliss Helicopter Darshan (5 Days/4 Nights): Witness the sacred ice lingam from above with ease. Includes comfortable helicopter transfers, cozy camp stays, and essential meals. Ideal for families and seniors.





Per Person Cost-INR 150,000 for Indian & Nepali  / USD 2000 for Rest of World















Read Tour Plan


















	Trail of Tranquility: Baltal Trek & Darshan (7 Days/6 Nights): Embark on a challenging yet spiritually invigorating trek through stunning landscapes. Includes tent accommodations, experienced guides, and wholesome meals. For adventurous pilgrims seeking deeper connection.





Per Person Cost-INR 110,000 for Indian & Nepali  / USD 1550 for Rest of World















Read Tour Plan
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Experience Every Step:




	Darshan Delights: Pahalgam Trek & Helicopter Return (6 Days/5 Nights): Combine the thrill of trekking with the convenience of a return helicopter flight. Enjoy comfortable trekker huts, scenic walks, and nourishing meals. Perfect for moderate fitness levels.





Per Person Cost-INR 110,000 for Indian & Nepali  / USD 1550 for Rest of World





Read Tour Plan






	Budding Explorer: Panchtarni Darshan & Trek Back (8 Days/7 Nights): Immerse yourself in the beauty of Panchtarni with this extended trek. Includes tents, experienced guides, and traditional meals. For seasoned trekkers seeking deeper exploration.





Per Person Cost-INR 120,000 for Indian & Nepali  / USD 1650 for Rest of World





Read Tour Plan
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Tailor Your Journey:




Customize Your Pilgrimage: Design your dream pilgrimage with our flexible options. Choose helicopter or trekking segments, preferred accommodation, and add adventure activities like pony rides or ice cave visits. Create a unique experience that reflects your spiritual needs.




Don’t miss out!




	Browse detailed package descriptions for in-depth information on inclusions, itineraries, and prices.
	Contact our friendly team for personalized guidance and booking assistance.





Embark on your unforgettable Amarnath Pilgrimage  with Amarnath Yatri!
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Plan Your Divine Path: Essential Information for Your Amarnath Pilgrimage 2024





Embrace the transformative journey to the sacred Amarnath Cave with ease! This dedicated section equips you with all the essential information to plan your unforgettable PIlgrimage in 2024.













Reach the Divine Peak:




	Pilgrimage Dates: Embark on your spiritual odyssey between July 1st and August 19th, 2024. Don’t miss this precious window to witness the sacred ice lingam.
	Permit Passages: Secure your journey with the crucial Pilgrimage permit. Application deadlines vary – plan ahead and start the process before March 31st for a smooth experience.
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Walk or Soar, Each Step is Blessed:




	Trekking Trails: Embrace the scenic challenge of the 7-day Pahalgam or 5-day Baltal treks. Immerse yourself in the pristine beauty of the Himalayas and connect with nature’s grandeur.
	Helicopter Darshan: Opt for the swift comfort of a helicopter ride and relish breathtaking aerial views of the snow-capped mountains. Ideal for families, seniors, or those seeking a quicker darshan.
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Open Your Heart, Prepare Your Body:




	Eligibility: Embark on the Pilgrimage with a spirit of reverence and a physically fit body. Ages 13-70 with a valid medical certificate are eligible pilgrims.
	Essential Documents: Ensure you have your Aadhaar card, PAN card (Passport for foreigners), medical certificate, application form, photograph, and ID proofs readily available. Download our handy checklist for a stress-free process!
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Weather Your Steps, Conquer the Elements:




	Climatic Conditions: Be prepared for cool temperatures with potential for rain or even snowfall. Pack waterproof gear, layered clothing, sturdy footwear, and sunscreen for a comfortable Pilgrimage.
	Travel & Logistics: Explore our diverse range of packages featuring different accommodation options, transportation choices, and additional services to cater to your specific needs.
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Answers at Your Fingertips:




Frequently Asked Questions: Visit our comprehensive FAQ section for instant answers to all your queries, from permit procedures to weather conditions and packing tips.




Remember:




	Ask for our informative brochures and link of online tutorials for a deeper dive into the Pilgrimage journey through whatsapp.
	Contact our friendly support team for personalized guidance and booking assistance.





With Amarnath Yatri as your companion, embark on a Pilgrimage filled with serenity, adventure, and the blessings of Lord Shiva!
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Voices of Devotion: Testimonials & Reviews




Embarking on the Amarnath Pilgrimage is a journey that leaves an indelible mark on the soul. Hear these heartwarming stories from past pilgrims who, with the guiding hand of Amarnath Yatri, experienced the magic of the Yatra firsthand:




Vivid Videos, Vibrant Memories:











Trusted Reviews, Building Confidence:




	Facebook Reviews: See our 4.7-star rating on Facebook and read authentic reviews from pilgrims like you. They’ll tell you about our personalized care, reliable service, and unwavering commitment to making your Pilgrimage unforgettable.
	“Best Pilgrimage Company” Award: We’re proud to be recognized for our excellence! Awards like this speak volumes about our dedication to your spiritual journey.





More than just words, these testimonials and reviews offer a glimpse into the transformative power of the Amarnath Pilgrimage and the exceptional service you can expect from Amarnath Yatri.




Remember:




	Share your own Pilgrimage story! Leave a review on Google, Facebook, submit a video testimonial, or simply reach out and share your experience. Your voice inspires others to embark on their own sacred journey.
	Trust the wisdom of those who have come before you. Choose Amarnath Yatri, your reliable companion on the path to the divine.





Let these voices of devotion guide you as you embark on your own life-altering Amarnath Pilgrimage experience!







Open Doors, Open Hearts: Trust & Transparency at Amarnath Yatri
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Your Amarnath Yatra journey starts with trust. At Amarnath Yatri, we believe in transparency and open communication every step of the way.






Connect with Ease:




	Reach Out Anytime: We’re here for you! Contact us through:
	Phone: +91-99587-14128 (available 10am-7 pm)
	Email: info@amarnathyatri.com (we respond promptly)
	Live Chat: Click the Whatsapp chat button on our website for instant assistance








Clarity at Your Fingertips:




	Know what to expect: Explore our easily accessible:
	Terms & Conditions: Understand our booking and cancellation policies for a seamless experience.
	Privacy Policy: Know how we handle your information with utmost care and security.
	Cancellation Policy: Review our fair and transparent cancellation guidelines.








Peace of Mind with Every Click:




	Safe & Secure Transactions: Rest assured, your payments are protected with our secure payment gateway.





Remember:




	Transparency fosters trust. We believe in providing you with all the information you need to make informed decisions and embark on your Pilgrimage with confidence.
	Don’t hesitate to reach out! We’re here to answer your questions, address your concerns, and guide you through every step of your pilgrimage.





With Amarnath Yatri, embark on a journey of devotion, open hearts, and unshakeable trust!







Watch, Read, Listen





	







Embark on an Unforgettable Himalayan Adventure: The Amarnath Cave Trek







Mar 6, 2024
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Unveiling the Enchanting Amarnath Cave: A Helicopter Tour Unlike Any Other
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Embark on a Sacred Journey: Amarnath Pilgrimage by Helicopter (2 Nights/3 Days)







Mar 4, 2024
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Conquer Your Amarnath Pilgrimage: Unveiling the Helicopter Routes







Feb 22, 2024
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Conquer the Last Minute Challenge: Your Guide to Amarnath Pilgrimage On-Spot Registration
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Unveiling Amarnath Pilgrimage Helicopter Fares and Routes
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Testimonials: Echoes of Transformation from the Amarnath Pilgrimage
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Essential Dates: Embark on Your Amarnath Pilgrimage at the Perfect Time
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Embark with Clarity: Plan Your Amarnath Pilgrimage with Confidence







Feb 22, 2024
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A Step-by-Step Guide to Amarnath Pilgrimage Medical Checks (Indians)
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Please Fill the Lead form to Contact us for Your Package Booking
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Our Mission: We don’t just guide you – we empower you to experience the soul-stirring journey of Amarnath. We believe the pilgrimage is more than a trek; it’s a spiritual homecoming, a test of resilience, and a celebration of faith. We equip you with the knowledge, resources, and support to make this sacred journey unforgettable. Read More




Important Links



	About Us
	Booking & Cancellation Policy
	Terms & Conditions
	Hyperlink Policy
	Privacy Policy
	Cookies Policy
	Contact Us




Social Link



	Facebook
	Instagram
	Twitter/ X
	You Tube




Disclaimer: 




Medical information is for general awareness only and cannot replace professional medical advice. Always consult your doctor before undertaking any strenuous activity, especially at high altitudes. 




The Amarnath Pilgrimage is a physically and mentally demanding journey. Prepare meticulously, prioritize your safety, and embrace the spiritual significance of this unique pilgrimage. May your journey be filled with blessings and unforgettable memories!. 




A safe and fulfilling Pilgrimage requires careful planning and adherence to guidelines. Choose the booking method that suits you best and embark on a memorable spiritual journey.




Remember, while helicopters offer convenience, physical preparation and adherence to Pilgrimage guidelines remain crucial for a safe and fulfilling pilgrimage.




information Provided on this website is for general awareness only. Always consult Authorised Management Amarnath Shrine board for latest and updated Information.




Some information on this website is based on publicly available data and might not reflect the latest regulations. Always refer to the official website for most recent updates and accurate details.




Using this website Means you are agreed with our terms & conditions, Privacy Policy, Cookies Policy & Disclaimer.  For Details refer to Important Menu Links section given above.




All information on this website is for personal, non-commercial use only. Do not copy, reproduce, or distribute without permission. I am not affiliated with any official websites or organizations. Always verify official sources for the latest information and regulations. If anybody intentionally violate Disclaimer and terms, we shall take legal action against them and your activity shall be reported to google. 
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